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ABSTRACT
An autonomous driving control system that incorporates
notions from human-like social driving could facilitate an
efficient integration of hybrid traffic where fully autonomous
vehicles (AVs) and human operated vehicles (HOVs) are
expected to coexist. This paper aims to develop such an
autonomous vehicle control model using the social-force
concepts, which was originally formulated for modeling the
motion of pedestrians in crowds. In this paper, the social force
concept is adapted to vehicular traffic where constituent
navigation forces are defined as a target force, object forces, and
lane forces. Then, nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC)
scheme is formulated to mimic the predictive planning behavior
of social human drivers where they are considered to optimize
the total social force they perceive. The performance of the
proposed social force-based autonomous driving control scheme
is demonstrated via simulations of an ego-vehicle in multi-lane
road scenarios. From adaptive cruise control (ACC) to smooth
lane-changing behaviors, the proposed model provided a flexible
yet efficient driving control enabling a safe navigation in various
situations while maintaining reasonable vehicle dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
The development of advanced human driver models has been
at the center of automotive research for several decades. From
maneuver planning, lane change, to collision avoidance,
numerous variants of driver models have been developed for
traffic simulation studies as well as for refining advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) [1][2][3]. One critical issue that
many studies emphasize is the importance of developing humanlike driver models. The introduction of fully autonomous
vehicles in the near future will create a new hybrid traffic where
human operated vehicles (HOVs) and fully autonomous vehicles
(AVs) coexist. In such a traffic environment, the interaction
between the two groups is inevitable and understanding the
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human-like psychological decision-making and planning
processes becomes a crucial factor. A human-like social driver
model will surely benefit in the development of AVs as well as
the understanding of interactions of human drivers and AVs in
mixed/hybrid traffic [4][5][6].
An early version of the social force model (SFM) was first
proposed in 1998 by Helbing [7] to model pedestrian
movements. Social forces represent a measure for the internal
motivations of the individuals to perform desired actions. While
it is not a physical measure of any direct force, it can be
interpreted as a psychological pressure that is indirectly exerted
from the environment. Helbing [7] divided the social force into
three different types for pedestrian applications: destination
force, repulsive force, and attractive force. Destination force
describes the willingness to reach the destination, which is the
main drive force to move the subject forward. Repulsive force
describes the subject’s intention to avoid obstacles while
attractive force represents the opposite behavior.
Similar social forces can be conceived to be at play when
humans operate/drive vehicles in traffic. In particular, one can
identify target force/attractor associated with reaching a
destination, object forces/repulsors for collision-avoidance, and
lane forces for road lane keeping. In this paper, we detail how
these constituent forces may be modeled and used for vehicle
control/driver modeling.
A number of researchers have already shown promising
results of implementing the SFM in vehicular traffic. Li [8]
analyzed the collision risk of bicycle-car in a shared space by
using SFM to model the interactions among the subjects in the
traffic. Qu [9] also studied a mixed flow of electric bike-car and
established a microscopic model that simulates the flow. Using
the same model, Guo [10] demonstrated a lane-changing
behavior of a vehicle in a car-only traffic but without considering
vehicle dynamics. All of the studies above did not adopt any
control strategy to optimize the input of the ego vehicle nor
significantly modify the pedestrian SFM to enhance its

performance. Weinan [11] was the first to use a vehicle dynamics
model and to implement PID control transforming the social
forces into control inputs. Therein, the steering angle was
computed by a simple PID controller, the acceleration of the
vehicle was managed by a rule-based control. Unlike Helbing [7]
and most of the studies mentioned above which only use SFM to
model the equation of motion for multiple agents (pedestrians or
vehicles), this work performs an optimization of the total social
force to guide the vehicle.
We propose a human-like autonomous driver model using
SFM in a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC)
framework. The NMPC framework is a natural choice as the
predictive constrained optimization seems to parallel or at least
model the navigation decisions made by human drivers. Based
on the data received through sensory perception, human drivers
endeavor to predict and analyze the behavior of other vehicles
before executing the next move. The generic framework of
NMPC bears a resemblance to such a process very well. This has
been explored in previous studies, [12] and [13], starting with
Prokop [14]. In this paper, we detail the NMPC formulation
where we consider the driver to optimize the total social force
experienced in the presence of obstacles, lanes and a description
of a target.
In mathematical terms, this formulation differs from other
NMPC formulations proposed for autonomous vehicle guidance
[15], where cost functions involved path and speed tracking
errors while obstacles and lanes are expressed as constraints,
including in probabilistic terms [16]. Therein, finite state
machines (FSMs) or rules are often listed to dictate lane change
and other pre-defined discrete driving states [15][17]. These are
executed outside optimization or result in mixed integer
programs (as in choosing between lanes), which in turn require
a relaxation that increases the dimensionality of the optimization
problem to be solved at every update [18] (e.g. by a number of
lane selection variables). The formulation presented here,
however, does not require such rule-based assigners for
treatment of lanes or objects. The overall concept of the
presented approach rather resembles potential field methods
(PFM) [19][20]. By minimizing the social force potentials along
the path of travel, it provides an alternative method for
formulating autonomous driving without additional rules or such
accommodations [17].
MODELING DETAILS
In this section, the system models are described in detail. The
overview of the proposed control scheme is presented in FIGURE
1. Object vehicle locations and speeds are detected through
environmental perception and transmitted to the NMPC. Inside
of the controller, the SFM as well as the vehicle dynamics model
are used to compute an optimization of the inputs which are then
passed to the ego vehicle. By continuously evaluating the current
state of the ego vehicle as well as the environment, NMPC
provides a human-like autonomous driver behavior.

FIGURE 1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

I.
Social Force Model
1) Target Force
The purpose of the target force is to encourage the vehicle
to reach the target as soon as possible. Helbing [7] defines the
target force as a function of the difference between the current
and the desired velocity vector. For vehicular applications, 𝑋
and 𝑌 coordinates do not share the same order of magnitude due
to the dimensions of the roads where the longitudinal axis is
significantly longer than the lateral axis. This means that the
influence of the change in 𝑌 coordinates is minimal especially
when the target is distant from the current position. Also, this
formation allows the target force to be negative which can be
undesirably compensated by other forces. To accomplish the
main purpose of the target force 𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟 , the formulation is
modified as a scalar quadratic function:
2

𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟 = (𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑜 − 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

(1)

where 𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑜 is the current ego vehicle speed and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the
maximum allowable speed on the road. Minimizing this target
force encourages the vehicle to continuously attempt to maintain
the maximum velocity thereby ensuring the vehicle to travel as
far as possible.

FIGURE 2. AN EXAMPLE OF HYPERELLIPSE OBJECT
FORCE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES (BLUE: EGO VEHICLE, RED:
OBJECT VEHICLE)

2) Object Force
Object force is the most important social force that manages
collision-avoidance. While driving, drivers keep a certain
distance from another vehicle or other objects that may be static
or moving on the road. The closer to other objects, the safety
concern tends to increase. Such forces can be represented as
repulsive forces acting on the main vehicle:

2
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(2)

𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗 = −∇𝑟⃗𝑜 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗 (𝑆𝑠 , 𝐷𝐵𝐷 )

where 𝑟⃗𝑜 is the relative position vector of the object, and ∇𝑟⃗𝑜
represents the divergence of vector 𝑟⃗𝑜 . 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗 (𝑆𝑠 , 𝐷𝐵𝐷 )
represents a monotonic decreasing function:
𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗 (𝑆𝑠 , 𝐷𝐵𝐷 ) = 𝐾1 (
𝑆𝑠

1
1
−
)
− 𝐷𝐵𝐷 𝐷𝐿𝐴𝐻 − 𝐷𝐵𝐷

(3)

where 𝐷𝐵𝐷 (≈ 𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑜 ∙ 𝑡𝑏 ) is the braking distance with the
approximate braking time 𝑡𝑏 (= 2 𝑜𝑟 3𝑠) , 𝐷𝐿𝐴𝐻 (= 200m)
is the look-ahead visual distance of the vehicle, 𝐾1 is a scaling
factor, and 𝑆𝑠 represents the major axis of a hyperellipse,
forming layers of equipotential lines as:
𝑆𝑠 = √

1
𝑛
𝑛
(𝑋 − 𝑋𝑒𝑔𝑜 ) + (𝑌𝑗 − 𝑌𝑒𝑔𝑜 )
𝐾2𝑛 𝑗

(4)

where (𝑋𝑒𝑔𝑜 , 𝑌𝑒𝑔𝑜 ) is the position coordinates of the ego
vehicle, (𝑋𝑗 , 𝑌𝑗 ) is the position coordinates of the object 𝑗 (𝑗 =
1, … , 𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑗 ) where 𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑗 is the number of objects in vision, 𝑛
is the order of the hyperellipse, and 𝐾2 is the ratio of the major
to the minor axis of the hyperellipse. The ratio should be
determined such that the major longitudinal axis is significantly
longer than the minor lateral axis, close to the ratio of the lookahead distance to the individual lane width. The layers of
equipotential lines are shown in FIGURE 2. The formulation of
the function 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗 allows the object force rise to infinity as the
distance between the vehicle and the object nears the braking
distance, 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗 (𝑆𝑠 , 𝐷𝐵𝐷 ) = ∞ , ensuring that no other
𝑆𝑠 →𝐷𝐵𝐷

social force component (target, lane, etc) can dominate the object
force.
3) Lane Force
In addition to the object force, there should be another set of
repulsive forces from the road lanes to keep the vehicle at the
center of the current lane. Our lane force formulation consists of
two different parts. Assuming that the lane center reference is
available, the first part of the lane force can be formulated as:
𝐹𝑐𝑒𝑛 = 𝛻𝑟⃗𝑙 (𝑌𝑒𝑔𝑜 − 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖 )

2

The second part of the lane force is to track the yaw angle
error in a reference to the curvature of the road. This is defined
as:
2

𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑙 = (𝜓𝑒𝑔𝑜 − 𝜃𝑙 )

(7)

where 𝜓𝑒𝑔𝑜 is the yaw angle of the ego vehicle and 𝜃𝑙 is the
angle representing the curvature of the road. This will ensure that
vehicle heading angle is aligned with the curvature of the road.
This portion of the lane force is important especially for
stabilizing lateral motion of the vehicle during lane-change. With
weighting factors 𝑊𝑐𝑒𝑛 and 𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑙 for each part of the lane
force, the total lane force is defined as:
𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 = 𝑊𝑐𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑐𝑒𝑛 + 𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑙 𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑙

(8)

Vehicle Dynamics Model
For the purposes of demonstrating the framework, we use
the bicycle model for a front steered vehicle [21], although
higher-order vehicle models can also be used:
II.

𝑚𝑉(𝛽̇ + 𝑟) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝛽 = −(𝐶1 + 𝐶2 )𝛽 −

1
(𝑎𝐶1 − 𝑏𝐶2 )𝑟 + 𝐶1 𝛿
𝑉

1
(−𝑎 2 𝐶1 − 𝑏 2 𝐶2 )𝑟 + 𝑎𝐶1 𝛿
𝑉
𝑉̇ = 𝑎𝑥

𝐽𝑧 𝑟̇ = (−𝑎𝐶1 + 𝑏𝐶2 )𝛽 +

(9)

where 𝑚 is the mass of the vehicle, 𝑉 is the speed, 𝐶1 and
𝐶2 are the cornering stiffness of the front and the rear tires, 𝑎
and 𝑏 are the distance between the center of gravity to the front
and the rear axle, and 𝐽𝑧 is the polar moment of inertia of the
vehicle around its center of gravity. 𝛽 is the body side slip
angle, 𝑟 is the yaw rate of the vehicle, 𝛿 is the steering angle,
and 𝑎𝑥 is the longitudinal acceleration. Powertrain/braking
system dynamics, external forces and external moments (due to
grade, banking, wind, etc) are ignored here for the sake of
simplicity. FIGURE 3 shows the overview of the vehicle bicycle
model.

(5)

where 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖 is the lane center reference of lane 𝑖, and 𝑟⃗𝑙 is the
relative position vector between the lane center reference to the
ego-vehicle. Lane identification is done by using a set of sigmoid
functions defined by upper and lower bounds:
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑖 (𝑌) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑘(𝑌−𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖 )

−

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑘(𝑌−𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖 )

(6)

where 𝑌 is the lateral coordinate of the vehicle, 𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖 and
𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖 are the bounds of each lane 𝑖 (1 … 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 ), and 𝑘 is a
constant that governs the slope of the sigmoid function.
FIGURE 3. VEHICLE BICYCLE MODEL

3
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The trajectory of the vehicle can be computed as:
𝑡

𝑋 = ∫ 𝑉[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓] 𝑑𝑡
0
𝑡

(10)

𝑌 = ∫ 𝑉[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓] 𝑑𝑡
0

where the yaw angle, 𝜓 is obtained from the yaw rate as:
𝑡𝑓

(11)

𝜓(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑟(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
0

State Space Model of the Overall System
The state space model of the overall system can be
assembled considering the body slip angle, the yaw rate, the yaw
angle, the X and Y coordinates, and the vehicle speed as the
states of the system; the road steering angle and the vehicle
longitudinal acceleration as the inputs; and all of the state
variables and social forces as outputs.
III.

𝐶1 + 𝐶2 𝑎𝑥
1
𝐶1
(𝑎𝐶1 − 𝑏𝐶2 )) 𝛾 +
−(
+ )𝛽 − (1 +
𝛿
𝛽̇
𝑚𝑉
𝑉
𝑚𝑉 2
𝑚𝑉
𝛾̇
(𝑎𝐶1 − 𝑏𝐶2 )
1
𝑎𝐶1
(𝑎2 𝐶1 + 𝑏2 𝐶2 )𝛾 +
−
𝛽−
𝛿
𝜓̇ =
𝐽𝑧
𝐽𝑧 𝑉
𝐽𝑧
𝛾
𝑋̇
𝑉(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓)
𝑌̇
[ 𝑉̇ ]
𝑉(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓)
[
𝑎𝑥
]

𝐱̇ (𝑡) = 𝑓(𝐱(𝑡), 𝐮(𝑡))
𝐲(𝑡) = [𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜓, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑉, 𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟 , 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗 , 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 ]

T

where the cost function 𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝑡) is the weighted sum of all social
forces with weighting factors 𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑟 , 𝑊𝑜𝑏𝑗 , and 𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 . Each
social force component needs to be weighted to balance the
possible ranges of all three social forces since each force has
different orders of magnitude. The weight of the object force
must be carefully adjusted to ensure reasonable, safe collisionavoidance behavior. However, only minimizing the social force
does not guarantee feasible vehicle control without taking the
control inputs into consideration. Therefore, the inputs of the
system are added to the cost function by modifying the cost
function as follows:
𝐿(𝑡) = 𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟 + 𝑊𝑜𝑏𝑗 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗 + 𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑛
+𝑊𝛿 𝛿 2 + 𝑊𝑎 𝑎𝑥2

(12)

Then, the model of the system can be written compactly as:
{

As mentioned in the introduction, the receding horizon
constrained optimization of NMPC has a resemblance to the
human-driver decision making process. In the present context,
the objective of NMPC is cast as one of optimizing the total
social force, which is a measure of internal motivation or
psychological pressure that drivers, or their autonomous
counterparts, wish to minimize while allowing the vehicle to
maneuver safely and as fast as possible. Given the above models
of the social force components, the total social force is the cost
function to be minimized:
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟 + 𝑊𝑜𝑏𝑗 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗 + 𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒
(14)

(13)

where the states 𝐱(𝑡) = [𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜓, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑉]T , the inputs 𝐮(𝑡) =
[𝛿, 𝑎𝑥 ]T , and f is a vector function representing mainly the right
hand side of (12). Due to the state-dependent vehicle dynamics,
the overall system is nonlinear.
NONLINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In this section, a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC)
algorithm [22] is formulated for the proposed social force control
scheme. NMPC, which is also called receding horizon control,
consists of iterative finite-horizon nonlinear optimization. In
general terms, NMPC explores the future state trajectory based
on the current state with the dynamics model to find a sequence
of inputs that minimizes the defined cost for a given prediction
horizon. Then, at each update, the first part of the input sequence
is implemented, new measurements are collected/states are
updated, and the process repeats from the new current state
shifting the prediction horizon forward. NMPC is attractive
because it can readily handle input and state constraints within
the optimization.

(15)

where 𝑊𝛿 and 𝑊𝑎 are the weighting factors for the road wheel
steering angle and the vehicle longitudinal acceleration. In order
to enforce the vehicle velocity to stay in a reasonable range, it is
bounded to a positive range from 0 to 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 where 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
defined by the road speed limit. The control inputs will be
constrained (by simple bounds) to the available actuation limits.
The 𝑌 coordinate of the vehicle is constrained so that the
vehicle does not cross the edges of the road. As mentioned above,
each road lane is not constrained here, and lane-keeping or
change is done as a function of the dominance of the lane force
in the total social force. This is a distinction vs. other
formulations which list hard constraints for lane limits, thereby
requiring rule-based schemes for switching lane references
outside of the NMPC optimization [15][23].
The optimization problem at each NMPC update is
formulated as:
𝑡+𝑇ℎ

minimize:

𝐽(𝑡) = 𝐿𝐹 (𝑡 + 𝑇ℎ ) + ∫

𝐿(𝜏)𝑑𝜏

𝑡

subject to:

𝐱̇ (𝑡) = 𝑓(𝐱(𝑡), 𝐮(𝑡))
𝛼𝑥,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝛼𝑥 ≤ 𝛼𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝛿 ≤ 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑌 ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥
{ 0 ≤ 𝑉 ≤ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥

(16)

where t is the time at every NMPC update and Th is the prediction
horizon, 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and the minimum
allowable acceleration of the vehicle, 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the
maximum and the minimum allowable road steering angle of the

4
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vehicle, 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the left and the right edges of the
road (not individual lanes), and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum allowable
speed of the road. To mimic the concept of endpoint constraints
that ensure with stability of the NMPC scheme, a large weight is
posed on the object force in the terminal cost to achieve a
desirable convergence.

steering wheel angle history are plotted along with a few
snapshots of the traffic on the road.
TABLE 2. INITIAL CONDITION OF THE SECOND SCENARIO

TABLE 1. INITIAL CONDITION OF THE FIRST SCENARIO
Vehicle

X (m)

Lane Number

V (m/s)

Ego

0

1

17.89

Object 1

150

1

3.58

Vehicle

X (m)

Lane Number

V (m/s)

Ego

0

3

17.89

Object 1

220

3

2.24

Object 2

200

4

3.58

FIGURE 4. RESULTS OF THE FIRST SCENARIO (BLUE:
EGO VEHICLE, RED: OBJECT VEHICLE)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the performance of the proposed social driver
model that may be used for autonomous driving in hybrid traffic,
we simulated several scenarios. The basic parameters of the egovehicle model are listed in TABLE 4 in the Appendix. Other
object vehicles/traffic participants are modeled to travel at
constant velocity. For the purposes of the illustrations, the
positions and velocities of the object vehicles are assumed
available by measurement, and measurement uncertainties are
not considered.
Simulations are done for single-lane and multi-lane roads
with different initial conditions. The lane identification is
numbered from the right to the left as [Lane 1, Lane 2, …, Lane
4] for 4-lane roads. For each scenario, weighted social forces,
lateral trajectory, velocity, acceleration, yaw rate, and road

FIGURE 5. RESULTS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO (BLUE:
EGO VEHICLE, RED: OBJECT VEHICLES)

5
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The first scenario represents a case when there is a slow
vehicle in a single-lane road. The initial conditions are shown in
TABLE 1. A few snapshots along with the vehicle dynamics plots
are presented in FIGURE 4. The lateral trajectory, yaw rate, and
steering input plots are omitted since there were no dynamics
observed. The initial velocities are set as 17.9 m/s (40 mph) and
3.58 m/s (8 mph) for the ego and the object vehicle, respectively.
As the NMPC attempts to minimize the cost function (15) by
optimizing the inputs, the ego vehicle accelerates to reach the
speed limit of the road (20.1 m/s or 45 mph) since the target force
is the dominant force due to the initial conditions. The object
force starts to increase as the ego vehicle approaches the object
vehicle. As the inter-vehicle distance nears the braking distance
defined by the object force in (3), the object force becomes the
dominant cost in (15). In spite of the increase in the target force,
the ego vehicle decelerates significantly to prevent the object
force increasing toward infinity. After t ≈ 20s, the velocity of ego
vehicle matches the velocity of the object vehicle and maintains
a safe braking distance between them. This scenario
demonstrates an adaptive cruise control (ACC) function in the
social-force based autonomous driving scheme. The flexibility
of the proposed model excludes the need of specific rules defined
for each traffic scenario.
The second scenario represents a 4-lane road where there is
a slow vehicle in front (FIGURE 5). The major difference from
the first scenario is the existence of empty lanes allowing the ego
vehicle to change its lane. The initial conditions are shown in
TABLE 2. As in the first scenario, the ego vehicle accelerates due
to the initial target force then decelerate to compensate the
increase in the object force as the ego vehicle approaches the
object. In this case, the ego vehicle is affected by the object
forces from the two vehicles in lane 3 and 4. As the NMPC tries
to minimize the cost function in (15), the ego-vehicle is
encouraged to perform a lane change from lane 3 to lane 2. A
peak of lane force appears as the vehicle from the center of lane
3 to that of lane 2 in (5) and adjusts its heading angle in (7). An
increase in target force is also observed as the vehicle slows
down and steer away from lane 3. The combined amount of
increase in the target and lane forces is still minimal compared
to the potential increase in the object force when the lanechanging behavior is delayed or not executed. This is the benefit
of the use of the NMPC formulation in (16), which evaluates the
cost for the given prediction horizon.
TABLE 3. INITIAL CONDITION OF THE THIRD SCENARIO
Lane
Number

Vehicle

X (m)

Ego

0

3

17.89

Object 1

150

4

3.58

Object 2

200

3

4.47

Object 3

170

1

4.47

Object 4

350

4

3.58

Object 5

380

2

4.02

Object 6

370

1

3.58

FIGURE 6. RESULTS OF THE THIRD SCENARIO (BLUE:
EGO VEHICLE, RED: OBJECT VEHICLES)

V (m/s)

The third scenario illustrates a case with the presence of
additional object vehicles (FIGURE 6). The ego vehicle
encounters a group of three object vehicles twice during the
given similar amount of time as the second scenario. The initial
condition of the third scenario is listed in TABLE 3. FIGURE 6
shows the ego vehicle changing its lane from lane 3 to lane 2 at
t ≈ 8.85s as it sees a group of vehicles and especially an object
vehicle (Object 2) traveling at 4.47 m/s in the lane 3. At t ≈
21.10s, the ego vehicle changes its lane once again due to the
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slow vehicle (Object 5 in lane 2) in front. Object 5 is even slower
(v = 4.02 m/s) than Object 2 (v = 4.47 m/s), and the ego vehicle
is still experiencing the object forces from the first group of
vehicles as they are still traveling toward the same direction.
Therefore, the second lane-change is more delayed and more
aggressive compared to the first lane-changing behavior.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a human-like autonomous driver model is
presented. The social aspect of human driving behavior is
captured using a modified social force model (SFM) which is
then implemented for predictive guidance and control via a
nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) framework.
The proposed driver model showed good performance and
proper behavior in various simulated scenarios which include
single-lane, as well as multi-lane traffic situations. The ego
vehicle was able to prevent collision when there was a slowtraveling vehicle in front and perform adaptive cruise control
(ACC) adjusting its speed to that of the slow vehicle, and it was
also able to change its lane when there was an available option.
Most importantly, the ego vehicle was able to perform such tasks
while maintaining reasonable vehicle dynamic response.
In future work, the proposed model will be compared to a real
traffic data to validate the similarity between the model and the
real human driving behavior in various traffic scenarios. Once it
is verified, this model will be used to study the behavior of
autonomous vehicles employing this control scheme in a hybrid
traffic where fully autonomous vehicles (AVs) and HOVs
coexist. The line of work can have potential impact in how V2V
and other connected automated vehicle technologies should be
deployed in the mixed traffic environment.
APPENDIX
TABLE 4. BASIC VEHICLE DYNAMICS PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

𝐶1

5000 (N/rad)

𝐶2

7000 (N/rad)

𝑚

1870 (kg)

𝑎

1.27 (m)

𝑏

1.65 (m)

𝐽𝑧

3000 (kg/m2)
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